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						Overview

Over the last three decades humanitarian actors have made significant steps towards disaster response activities that are more inclusive. This study, commissioned by Humanitarian Partnership Agreement (HPA) agencies, examines inclusive humanitarian practice by five participating agencies (CARE, Caritas, Oxfam, Plan International and World Vision). It takes a look behind the policy commitments and known gaps to explore practice at a programmatic level: What are agencies doing? What are they not doing and why not? What could they do more of, and better, to strengthen inclusion?
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	                    Driven by social purpose

These little logos mean we work hard to ensure that our business is a force for good. We have chosen to hold ourselves accountable to the highest social, environmental and ethical standards, setting ourselves apart from business as usual.
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	                        Humanitarian Advisory Group

ABN: 17 164 772 936

                        

                        
	                        HAG (n)

From ‘hægtesse’, a wise female orator, a figure generally feared and respected.

From ‘hegge’, a foot in two realities – the world of the village (home) and the wild world beyond.
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HAG is located on the traditional lands of the Wurundjeri/Woiwurrung people of the Kulin Nation. We pay our respects to Elders both past and present, and recognise and respect their abiding connection to this land, its waterways and community. Wurundjeri/Woiwurrung people have nurtured this land for over 50,000 years and continue to do so today. Sovereignty was never ceded.
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	                        HAG is a proudly inclusive organisation and an ally of LGBTIQ+ community and the movement toward equality.

                        

                    

                

            

        

    
    We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept All”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However, you may visit "Cookie Settings" to provide a controlled consent.
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